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letters; and thus lie wandered many a day from castle to castle,
exciting much festivity, enjoying much, and meeting in his travels
with the most agreeable and curious adventures.
With such inward coldness of temper, he could not properly
"be said to love any one; with such clearness of vision, he could
respect no one. In fact, he never looked beyond the external
peculiarities of men; and he merely carried their characters in
his inimical collection. Yet withal his selfishness was keenly
wounded, if he did not please every one, and call forth universal
applause. How this might be attained, he had studied in the
course of time so accurately, and so sharpened his sense of the
matter, that not only on the stage, but also in common life, he
no longer could do otherwise than flatter and deceive. And thus
did his disposition, his talent and his way of life, work reciprocally
on each other, till by this means he had imperceptibly been
formed into a perfect actor. Nay, by a mode of action and re-
action, which is quite natural, though it seems paradoxical, his
recitation, declamation and gesture, improved, by critical discern-
ment and practice, to a high degree of truth, ease and frank-
ness ; while, in his life and intercourse with men, he seemed to
grow continually more secret, artful, or even hypocritical and con-
strained.
Of his fortunes and adventures we perhaps shall speak in an-
other place: it is enough to remark at present, that in later times,
when he had become a man of circumstance, in possession of a
distinct reputation, and of a very good though not entirely secure
employment and rank, he was wont, in conversation, partly in
the way of irony, partly of mockery, in a delicate style, to act the
sophist, and thus to destroy almost all serious discussion. This
kind of speech he seemed peculiarly fond of using towards Wil-
helm; particularly when the latter took a fancy, as often happened,
for introducing any of his general and theoretical disquisitions.
Yet still they liked well to be together; with such different modes
of thinking, the conversation could not fail to be lively. Wilhelm
always wished to deduce everything from abstract ideas which he
had arrived at; he wanted to have art viewed in all its connexions
as a whole. He wanted to promulgate and fix down universal
laws ; to settle what was right, beautiful and good: in short, he
treated all things in a serious manner. Serlo, on the other hand,
took up the matter very lightly: never answering directly to any
question, he would contrive by some anecdote or laughable turn,

